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ABOUT AIDS WEST
AIDS West is a West of Ireland based charity working in the area of HIV and sexual health - our
offices are located in Galway. Our primary function is to provide support for HIV+ people
however we also deliver extensive education programmes and information in relation to HIV
and sexual health. We are funded by the HSE, but also receive income through donations and
sponsorship. Established in 1987, in response to the global pandemic of HIV/AIDS, we have
always strived to serve our community with care and compassion ever since. Our role has
evolved over those years and expanded from that initial group of dedicated volunteers into a
professional and committed team.
Our aim is to encourage the development of openness and honesty around HIV and sexual
health issues in Ireland. AIDS West is known as a centre for reliable, informed and up-to-date
information regarding all aspects of HIV and sexual health. We offer evidence based skills
training and support for people with issues about HIV and sexuality and relationships. Through
our education programmes, we look to limit future transmission of the HIV virus and reduce the
impact of the negative consequences of sexual activity such as the transmission of STIs (Sexually
Transmitted Infections) and the potential for unplanned pregnancies. Our free community
based Rapid HIV testing service encourages easier access to HIV testing services with the aim of
reducing onward transmission of the virus whilst also linking people with treatment and support
services earlier.
Major advancements have been made in the medical treatment for HIV which has resulted in a
dramatic increase in the life span of those infected with the virus. Through our support work
with service users we have identified that isolation, loneliness, discrimination and stigma
remain huge issues. Our awareness and outreach programmes aim to keep issues in the public
domain. Events like our Irish AIDS Day seminar and the annual World AIDS Day Concert ensure
we maintain a high profile in the community keeping the issue of HIV in the public
consciousness. The demand for our services continues to grow annually. We continue to work
very closely with the staff at the Infectious Disease Clinic and all new cases of HIV are referred
to the AIDS West support services.
Note: AIDS - Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome, HIV - Human Immunodeficiency Virus

MISSON STATEMENT & OBJECTIVES
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Mission Statement
AIDS West is a charity which provides a safe and welcoming environment for everyone with
whom it works. Our office is based in Galway.
Our Mission is to:


Deliver the highest quality care and support to people living with HIV/AIDS or STIs.



Empower those living with HIV to optimise their health and well-being.



Raise awareness around HIV/AIDS, and STI issues and work to eradicate stigma and discrimination.



Promote positive sexual health without prejudice or discrimination.

Objectives


Deliver the highest quality care and support to people living with HIV/AIDS or STIs

Support
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To offer emotional/psychological support to people living with HIV/AIDS or STIs according to their stated needs and to the ability of AIDS West to deliver those supports.



Support may be by telephone, email, or by face-to-face meetings with the coordinator.



Telephone Helpline support may be offered by other AIDS West staff.



Support groups or ‘buddying’ by similarly affected people may be offered.



Respite weekends may be offered to people living with HIV/AIDS or STIs and their
carers.



If deeper psychological support is needed a person may be referred to a Psychotherapist
or more appropriate counselling servives.



Support may also be offered to a person who makes contact who is experiencing a
sexual health crisis or problem.

Care


Offer practical assistance to people living with HIV/AIDS or STIs e.g. in finding suitable accommodation or in obtaining social welfare benefits.



Provide complementary/holistic therapies for the physical/holistic wellbeing of the person affected.

To empower those living with HIV to optimise their health and wellbeing


Workshops on different aspects of personal development facilitated by experienced
practitioners will be offered from time-to-time to people living with HIV who use the
AIDS West Care and Support services.



Workshop topics will include areas such as :
Improving self-esteem
Fighting against stigma
Campaigning for the best possible support services and treatments

Raise awareness


We will raise public awareness of HIV/AIDS, STIs and sexual health through awareness
campaigns, provision of information material, use of various media, seminars, publication of a newsletter and public events.



Provide a confidential Helpline / Information Service on HIV/AIDS, STIs and sexual health
matters.



Publication of “Happiness Is Vital” newsletter.



Ongoing use of technology to provide information on HIV/AIDS, STIs and sexual health by
maintaining up to date information on our website www.aidswest.ie the WISER website
www.bewiser.ie and Sexual Health App.



Draft and publish leaflets, posters, brochures and booklets on sexual health matters for
information and distribution to health clinics, doctor’s surgeries, seminars, conferences,
colleges etc.

Promote positive sexual health
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We will enhance sexual well-being by the provision of responsive and innovative training
programmes to schools, community groups, youth organisations etc and work in conjunction with state agencies to provide these programmes where appropriate.



We will provide outreach programmes for at-risk groups i.e. gay community, asylum
seekers, prisoners and many others in the form of education, support, advice and provision of free condoms.



We will provide outreach services to young people who are potentially at risk and who
are not in contact with other services.



We will work with the Western Region Drugs & Alcohol Task Force [WRDATF] to deliver
holistic educational programmes which link sexual health with drug and alcohol abuse.

Best Practice
 Participate in research on sexual health, disease prevention and best care
practice.
 Participate in national/local meetings and networks/associations in order to
develop and maintain models of practice.


Work with HSE and community groups in the development and delivery of “Train the
Trainers” programmes to schools, community groups etc.

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
On behalf of the board of AIDS West, I wish to state that I am immensely proud of our achievements in
2017. Whilst this report is an opportunity to reflect on the work undertaken by AIDS West over the past
year, it also gives an insight into the many services that we continue to provide and develop. I want to
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put on the record that it is remarkable that a small number of staff can achieve so much with limited
resources.
Thirty years ago Dr Evelyn Stevens and Angela Savage founded what is now AIDS West in Galway. They
were really ahead of their time.Their great compassion and insight has proved to be an invaluable
support to thousands of people across the West of Ireland for the last 30 years – I am sure I speak for all
service users, staff and volunteers when I say a sincere ‘thank you’ to Evelyn & Angela. There are a
number of pages in this annual report dedicated to the incredible journey of AIDS West. To mark the 30 th
anniversary of AIDS West we hosted two significant events in 2017 – a training workshop on Chemsex
and also an international conference on HIV & Ageing.
It is well documented that there is considerable under detection/reporting of HIV and I am delighted to
say that in January 2017 AIDS West launched a free confidential community based rapid HIV testing
service. This service has developed over the course of the year for example, by offering testing sessions
at Teach Solais LGBT+ Resource Centre and at Galway PRIDE Festival.
The whole area of stigma and isolation remains a significant issue for those affected, so the education
and prevention aspect of AIDS West remains critical now and in the future.
The AIDS West Sexual Health Education Team WISER Programme (West Ireland Sex Education Resource)
continues to receive excellent feedback from schools in the west of Ireland. In response to feedback
from participants on the programme, the WISER team has developed additional new workshops focusing
on Consent, Body Image, Sexting & Social Media, Pornography and Gender Identity. Visit www.bewiser.ie
for more details.
AIDS West will continue to keep the issues of HIV and other Sexually Transmitted Infections on the public
and political agenda, and this remains a key focus for us in 2018. To do this we require:


Continued commitment from our funders to recognise the value of the work we do.



Commitment from our staff and volunteers, fundraisers, outreach workers and donors, to
provide these essential ongoing services.



Commitment of our Board to provide leadership and direction for the organisation.



Commitment of our partner organisations, both statutory and voluntary, to enable us to work
innovatively.

Finally, on behalf of the Board of AIDS West I would like to thank you all for your support in the past year.
Unfortunately my time as Chairman and Board member is coming to an end in July 2018. I am Proud to
have been involved with the most wonderful board over the last number of years. I finally wish my
successor all the best in the future. Finally I want to commend Joe Mc Donagh and all the staff of AIDS
West for the excellent work they do on a daily basis. They all are a credit to themselves and their
families; I wish all the very best of health, happiness and longevity in the future.
Keith Finnegan - Chairman

SOME KEY PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS for 2017
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Number of new HIV clients

14

Interventions with existing clients

1,298

Helpline/Information calls (and condom requests)

1,310

Website Visits

25,000

Worldwide APP downloads

106,000

Number - Schools /youth groups visited

83

-Sessions delivered

480

-Young people attending

4,875

The figures for 2017 demonstrate an increase in new referrals of HIV Positive clients and an
increase in subsequent interventions with new and existing clients. There has also been an
increase in the demand for help & information including condom requests.
In response to the rising numbers of new diagnoses of HIV, AIDS West have launched a free
community based Rapid HIV Testing Service.
AIDS West developed Ireland’s only Sexual Health App – this has seen an incredible 105,000
downloads up to end of 2017. Website visits also continue to rise with an additional 32,000
visits in 2017 (www.aidswest.ie).
The sexual health education team have developed exciting new resources to be found on the
excellent WISER Website (West of Ireland Sex Education Resource) www.bewiser.ie.
Our focus on HIV awareness and prevention and the delivery of Sexual Health Education
Services continues to develop with new programmes focusing on Consent, Sexting & Social
Media, Pornography, Body Image and Exploring Gender.
AIDS West continues to train and work with professionals and community groups and is a
partner in the HSE delivery of the Foundation Programme in Sexual Health Promotion.
In summary, with an increase in new referrals of people newly diagnosed with HIV, the demand
for HIV support services continues to grow. The Sexual Health Education programmes are
essential in raising awareness amongst young people and other groups considered to be at risk.

2017 – MAJOR ACTIVITIES
1. SUPPORT SERVICES TO PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV
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We continue to provide professional care and support services to anyone who is HIV Positive, or
at risk of becoming HIV Positive, and also to those who have acquired an STI or are worried
about their sexual health.
We do this by:






providing information and support services
being available when people are in crisis
running awareness campaigns
providing outreach programmes to people at risk
supporting families of those affected by HIV & STIs

Support services at AIDS West have been busy once again with new clients presenting
throughout the year. The number of older clients who re-acquainted themselves with our
services increased again, with many of them worried about ageing and facing new challenges in
the coming years. It is becoming an extremely tough time for those over 50, especially those
unsure about their physical resilience and if public services will still support them and maintain
their confidentiality.
In line with last year, the return of many older clients to AIDS West continues. Throughout the
year clients in their 50s and 60s were calling and, in most cases, were looking for support
around issues such as illness, hospital admissions, home and nursing home care and
confidentiality, family issues and wills and death. It can be a very lonely and depressing time
especially for those who have not revealed their status to family or friends. Some also fear
eventual hospital admission and consequences for their confidentiality. This is a particular fear
for clients who have always attended clinics in Dublin but know if they are to be hospitalised for
non-life threatening issues, it will be in Galway. It’s a tricky situation.
In light of the difficulties mentioned above and since there has been very little discussion on the
subject, we arranged a full-day Conference on World AIDS Day on Ageing and HIV. It was a major
success, was very well attended and garnered a lot of national & local media attention.
Feedback from service users was excellent, however long-term clients shared concerns outlined
by the speaker who was direct about what might lie ahead for older clients. It was a realistically
stark account and highlights the fear and angst that many feel and the worry of going into a long
period of uncertainty. This is an area we will focus on and consider more in future planning.
While HIV is now more manageable, stigma and discrimination are just as virulent as they have
been over the years. Again we have to repeat that most of our clients keep a barrier of
confidentiality around their lives and never see that changing. We need to always be here to
support and care for many who live with the infection on their own or with little support. It’s a
lonely place to be.
Hopefully things might change over the coming years which will give us the ability to extend our
services and look at additional ways to support all HIV Positive clients and their families.
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The HSE Health Protection Surveillance Centre has not yet published full data for HIV in Ireland
for 2017. The most recent reports indicate that HIV notifications were relatively stable between
2003 and 2014. Between 2014 and 2015 however, there was a large increase in notifications at
30%, followed by increase again in 2015 and 2016 of an additional 6%. Notifications among men
who have sex with men (MSM) have increased over three-fold since 2003.
Provisional data from the HSE Health Protection Surveillance Centre for STIs in Ireland for 2017
indicate an overall 10.2% increase, more specifically increases in notifications of new infections
of Chlamydia at a 7.6% increase, Gonorrhoea at a 15.6% increase, Herpes at a 14.2% increase
and Syphilis at a 33.7% increase.

AIDS West continue to roll out a Free Confidential Rapid HIV Testing Service
(Note: Publicity picture)

AIDS West continues to be committed to the Europe wide ‘Joint Action on Improving Quality in
HIV Prevention’ with staff members trained to implement the Quality Improvement tools.
Quality Action contributes to the European Strategy: ‘Combating HIV/AIDS in the European
Union. Quality Action aims to increase the effectiveness of HIV prevention by using practical
Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Improvement (QI) tools.
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AIDS West supported 14 new service users in 2017:
 6 Irish and 8 Foreign Nationals
 8 MSM and 6 Heterosexual (4 Male, 2 Female)
Many service users remain in constant contact with us. Some come to us only in a time of crisis,
while for others the professional bespoke support available enables them to manage and better
live with their condition. Essentially, however, all our service users know we are there for them
when and if they need support. Our support services coordinator has noted a number of older
clients who have re-acquainted themselves with our services – this was obviously allied to many
of them getting older and facing new challenges in managing their condition in the coming
years. Many fear the prospects as they age and issues arise around everything from family,
health, longevity and death.









We carried out over 1,298 interventions with services users and responded to over 1,310
requests for help / help line calls.
We ran seminars for our clients during 2017 which continued to focus on living with HIV,
in particular, issues related to HIV & Ageing and disclosure of HIV status. We had expert
HIV medical input from experienced national and regional practitioners.
We operate a “Buddying” system for those newly diagnosed who feel the need to have
the support of another HIV Positive person.
We continue to highlight issues around stigma and isolation through our advocacy and
media work.
AIDS West continues to respond to the growing phenomenon of Chemsex – in 2017 we
hosted an international training day focusing on Chemsex Training to Medical
Practitioners and Social / Care Teams.
To mark the 30th anniversary of AIDS West we hosted a conference on HIV & Ageing. The
AIDS West support services coordinator highlights that ageing with HIV is the major
concern for older people living with HIV, therefore on World AIDS Day we hosted an
international conference to look to address this issue and support our service users.
Our World AIDS Day Memorial Concert continues to have as its primary focus a time of
reflection for those who have lost loved ones to HIV, but it is also a positive and
reflective time for our current service users, many of whom attend each year. This was
our 18th year running the event and once again we had an excellent attendance with
approximately 300 people supporting the event on the night.
2. WORK IN EDUCATION

The level of HIV and STI infections in Ireland continues to rise year on year and ranks highly
within European averages. The HPSC end of year report 2017 indicates increased numbers
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contracting HIV, Chlamydia, Herpes and Gonorrhoea. Therefore the work we do in education
continues to be of vital importance.
AIDS West aims to address these needs by providing evidence based high quality education and
training services
 By providing information
 By running awareness campaigns
 By providing outreach programmes to people at risk
We had an extremely busy year with our educational programmes. We are aware from
evaluation feedback that the programmes are considered to be essential to audiences with
regard to developing their knowledge around HIV and STIs. Additionally, over the summer
period we reviewed and updated all aspects of our programmes looking to incorporate new
evidence and tools acquired from training and upskilling. In this highly sexualised world we now
live in, our young people more than ever need to be equipped with knowledge so they can
make informed choices. This is the basis for all our education work.
AIDS West continuously responds to the needs of our service users. Evaluation of programmes
has indicated that there is a need for additional specific workshops. Therefore we have
developed education workshops focusing on Consent, Exploring Gender, Sexting & Social Media,
Body Image and Pornography - all areas in which evaluations have indicated there is a
knowledge gap. We have successfully delivered a number of these workshops to a variety of
classes from 1st to 5th year students, with very positive feedback from both the participants and
teaching staff.
We continue to support and deliver services within the framework of the HSE National Sexual
Health Strategy across the region. AIDS West WISER Sexual Health Education team are trained
to enable them to deliver the Irish Family Planning Association Speakeasy Plus Programme – an
eight-week training programme designed to provide parents or support workers of children and
young people with a disability or with extra support needs with the skills, knowledge and
confidence to talk openly about growing up, relationships, sexuality and keeping safe. We
continue to work with the National Learning Network as we roll out this programme.
Sexual Health Programmes
The aim of our educational programmes is to improve the knowledge around sexual health of
young people in the region and specifically:




To empower young people to build positive and healthy relationships
To raise awareness of the negative outcomes of unsafe sexual activity, such as unplanned
pregnancy and STI’s, and where to access information and support if required
To improve knowledge and inform young people about the importance of consent, being
safe on-line and the negative impact that pornography may have on relationships.

In 2017 we delivered 83 programmes across 480 sessions to schools, youth groups and other ‘at
risk’ cohorts with over 4,875 young people attending. The programme generally consists of 3
sessions of approximately 2 hours each, however these can be tailored to ensure maximum
benefit to the groups. The sessions are run as interactive workshops, where the young people
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are facilitated to explore the issues of sexuality and relationships, relevant to their age group.
We deliver separate programmes for senior and junior cycles. The programmes have been
developed to complement the SPHE work already being carried out within the schools. We
invite parents to an information evening to go through the content of the WISER workshops and
discuss any issues/anxieties they may have.
The Consent workshops were very successful, giving participants the time to explore definitions
of Consent, challenging peer pressure associated with sexual intimacy and gender sexual script
pressures. The Sexting/Nudes workshop gave the students the platform to openly discuss the
negative consequences of sending/receiving sexually explicit images. Within the Pornography
workshops, it was the first time any of the participants were given the opportunity to critically
engage in a conversation on pornography in a formal setting. The Exploring Gender workshops
raised awareness of people’s attitudes towards gender-atypical behavior, challenging
stereotypes and exploring ways to make the school environment more inclusive. The Body
Image workshops addressed key topics, including the impact of society and social media on
appearance ideals, and provided strategies to boost confidence amongst students.

Sexual Health Education Programme with the Irish Defence Forces
AIDS West delivered over 80 sexual health education sessions to a wide variety of groups
including The National Learning Network (Galway), LGBT groups, Direct Provision Centres, The
Irish Prison Service and The Irish Defence Forces. Additionally we delivered sexual health
workshops to various Post Leaving Cert (PLC) Colleges, and 3rd level institutions including NUIG,
GMIT, Castlebar IT, Sligo IT, Athlone IT and Galway Community College with overall 600 students
attending.
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Raisi
ng Awareness with Transition Year Students and at Sexual Health Awareness Week
Drugs and Alcohol and the link to Sexual Health
Funded by the Western Region Drugs & Alcohol Task Force, the aim of this work is to increase
the capacity of relevant professionals to deliver integrated programmes about alcohol and
substance misuse and the link to sexual health. During the year however, we significantly
developed our work within schools, with youth projects and other ‘at risk’ groups.
Highlights include:
 Junior Cert Initiative - Working in partnership with An Garda Síochána
to reduce alcohol related incidents expanded with over 770 students attending
workshops leading to zero alcohol related incidents / arrests over the Junior Cert results
period.
 Training to 8 professional groups with over 148 attendees
 Parents Initiative - Provided 10 workshops to parents with over 316 attending
 25 drug information & awareness sessions / workshops to 1514 young people
 A shift towards working with young people directly in schools and through youth
organisations.
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A number of other initiatives also commenced in order to highlight particular issues.
The issue of ‘Chemsex’ received increased media and professional interest during 2017. In
November a training day was held in Galway that was delivered by David Stuart of the Dean St
clinic in London. His expertise in the area combined with his passionate activism was well
received and will help to move forward the relevant issues around Chemsex in Ireland.
The development of an ‘app’ concerning public safety in Galway was completed and launched in
the autumn of 2017. Its ability to recognise when people may be in difficult situations around
Galway’s waterways and put them in touch with sources of help has been supported by a wide
range of local and national organisations.

WISER - West Ireland Sex Education Resource

WISER is the brand name of the AIDS West Sexual Health Education Programmes.
The WISER website (www.bewiser.ie) has been developed to support our sexual health
education programmes in schools. The interactive website for young people, parents, teachers
and professionals working with young people was launched in 2017. WISER (West Ireland Sex
Education Resource) aims to offer people who have participated in our sexual health
programmes an added resource to reinforce and support their sexual health education needs.
The WISER website will give young people, who attend WISER Programmes, further access to
additional resources and information to reinforce, support and enable them to continue their
learning. The WISER website aims to enable young people to make healthy, happy, and
informed decisions about their involvement or non-involvement in sexual activity. This website
will help young people to comfortably explore issues related to their sexual health in a safe and
age appropriate online space. This site gives up to date information on current trends and issues
affecting young people and their sexual health. The WISER website aims to promote and
support positive sexual health awareness and development without prejudice or discrimination.
Evaluation and assessment
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We know from both verbal and written feedback that we receive (written evaluations are always
obtained), that our work is highly valued, relevant and making a huge difference to the sexual
health and well-being of our target group. We also use the feedback to continuously evaluate,
revise, and update our progammes to meet ever changing needs. The team implement the
‘Joint Action on Improving Quality in HIV Prevention Quality Improvement’ tools, using practical
Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Improvement (QI) to improve the quality of the services and
programmes that we offer.
3 RAISING AWARENESS AND PROVIDING INFORMATION

Chemsex Training for Medical Professionals
AIDS West continues to have a presence within health, education and community events
including at schools, PLC colleges, Universities and Institutes of Technology, hospitals and
community projects. We also target at risk or high risk groups.
In 2017 we hosted two important events – a training day for health professionals focusing on
Chemsex, and to mark 30 years of AIDS West we hosted a conference focusing on HIV & Ageing.
Both events were very well attended with great input from national and international speakers.

Social Media
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HIV & Ageing Conference

Whilst we continue to publish and distribute up to 1000 copies of the ‘Happiness Is Vital’
newsletter twice a year, we also recognize the important role of social media and look to
promote the work we do through Facebook and Twitter. Our website had an additional 25,000
hits in 2017 whilst downloads of our sexual health app also continues. We are aware that we
need to embrace Social Media and in 2018 we will look to redevelop our existing AIDS West
Website.
Foundation Programme in Sexual Health Promotion
AIDS West have once again worked in partnership with HSE Health Promotion to co-deliver the
Foundation Programme in Sexual Health Promotion. The programme is a key action in the
national sexual health strategy and aims to enhance participants’ capacity to incorporate sexual
health promotion into their work through the development of their comfort levels, confidence,
knowledge and skills in relation to sexual health. The 2016/17 Foundation Programme in Sexual
Health Promotion was once again very well received by participants. The professional
backgrounds of those involved, which included practice nurses, psychotherapists, people
working with disability services, sexual health educators, counsellors and child and adolescent
mental health workers created a wonderful arena where discussion and personal experiences
led to an excellent training programme for all. AIDS West and HSE Mayo look forward to
collaborating once again in Autumn 2018.

Participants on the 2017 Foundation Programme in Sexual Health Promotion
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Wearing a Red Ribbon is all about raising awareness
AIDS West Staff and Volunteers were out on the streets of Galway for both Irish AIDS Day (15 th
June) and World AIDS Day (1st December) encouraging the people of Galway to wear a red
ribbon to increase awareness around HIV.
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Working in partnership with the M.A.C Team

Below is the speech read out at the World AIDS Day Concert prepared by Dr Evelyn Stevens on
the occasion of the 30th anniversary of the founding of AIDS West:
Thirty years ago Angela Savage and I founded AIDS West in Galway.
In 1986 a Dublin organisation called Cairde, meaning Friends, had an information stand in UCG
where we both worked at the time. We learned from them about ‘buddies’. This idea came from
San Francisco where AIDS was killing gay men in droves, and volunteers became ‘buddies’ to
support them, one-to –one.
Angela and I went to Dublin to the training put on by Cairde to prepare volunteers to support
people with HIV in Ireland, we came back to Galway and in 1987 started the organisation that is
now AIDS West.
At that time there was great ignorance and fear about HIV and AIDS. We provided information
to the public and support for people with the virus. This work was carried out by ourselves and a
fantastic body of volunteers. One of the first group of volunteers was a young gay man who was
HIV positive. He couldn’t cope with the intense pressure in society at the time and he took his
own life by drowning. (He would have been perceived as one of the ‘guilty’ victims-that was in
contrast to the ‘innocent’ victims who had become infected by blood transfusion for example.
What a burden- to be facing a horrible illness and death while being seen as guilty –just because
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you’d had sex.)?? Many gay men left the west of Ireland in those years to get away from the
intolerable pressures due to the widespread ignorance and fear.
The work was intense and varied- it included an exhibition here in St Nicholas’s church of some
of the quilts made in memory of people who died of AIDS. Liz made a beautiful one in memory
of a Galway friend, a young woman she met through AIDS West.
Another aspect of our work here in Galway was to provide respite holidays for HIV positive
people- many of these were poor families who would not have been able to have any kind of a
break otherwise.
All the while, the volunteers were supporting people with HIV, and in our family support group
people shared their secret pain. Some of their stories are described in the excellent history of
AIDS West written by Maria Joyce.
On the prevention side amongst many activities there was a big campaign to legalise the sale of
condoms.
Some things were very heartening during those early difficult years;
there were always plenty of caring people coming to train to be volunteers with us;
Dr Emer McHale RIP from the Western Health Board clinic for sexually transmitted infections
was very open to cooperation with us;
Ronnie O’Gorman of the Galway Advertiser published articles we wrote to inform people about
all aspects of HIV;
the Mayor of Galway, John Mulholland agreed when we asked to put red ribbons on the city’s
Christmas tree in Eyre Square;
and in 1988 the Society of St Vincent De Paul rented us an office in Ozanam House in those early
fear-filled days.
These were very important gestures at a time when we were sometimes blamed for CAUSING
the spread of HIV because we were so bold as to talk about ‘safer sex’. We thank them for their
support.
This annual memorial concert is of huge importance, it provides a sacred space for the families
and loved ones of some of the people from this area who died of AIDS during the 30 years of
AIDS West. We will never forget them.
Dr Evelyn Stevens
1st December 2017
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HIV quilts in memory of people who had died of AIDS
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AIDS West work with Galway’s LGBT+ Community

AIDS West is an active member of the Galway LGBT+ Inter Agency Forum. We are working in
partnership with AMACH! LGBT Galway and the Teach Solais LGBT+ Resource Centre in Galway
on a numberof initiatives including an extension of the free Rapid HIV Testing service. We
continue to participate in Gay Pride week, running sexual health workshops and information
stands. In 2017 we extended the free Rapid HIV Testing service to offer testing across the
festival – this proved to be very successful and we will to build upon this for 2018. We worked
with NUIG GigSoc (Gay in Galway Society) to offer Rapid HIV Testing sessions as a part of
Rainbow Week. We also continue to provide condoms free of charge throughout the year to at
risk groups and individuals.

Galway Pride 2017
Annual World AIDS Day Memorial Concert
World AIDS Day, celebrated on Friday 1st December 2017 is a day people all over the world
come together to raise awareness about HIV/AIDS, encourage progress in prevention, treatment
and care, and break down the stigma and discrimination still surrounding the condition. The
focus of World AIDS Day 2017 was the theme "Right to Health" and the World Health
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Organization highlighted the need for all 36.7 million people living with HIV and those who are
vulnerable and affected by the epidemic, to reach the goal of universal health coverage.
Once again AIDS West hosted the annual World AIDS Day Memorial Concert in the wonderful
surroundings of St Nicholas’ Collegiate Church, Galway. The event was attended by over 300
people and those gathered were treated to a selection of wonderful hymns and carols performed by CoisCladaigh under the musical direction of Brendan O’Connor as well as the magnificent voices of Bel Canto. We heard the words of AIDS West Co-Founder Dr Evelyn Stevens, and
her remarkable journey of 30 years of support to AIDS West . To all who attended on the evening and helped in making this such a fabulous event, in particular Patrick Towers for his compering of the concert and the wonderful staff team at AIDS West, a very special ‘thank you’.

Afterwards everyone enjoyed the refreshments and the time to chat. It was a fitting ending to a
truly moving and memorable night.
Happiness is Vital Newsletter
We distributed newsletters to over 1000 recipients throughout the West of Ireland and beyond,
including over 350 doctors surgeries, nurses and medical centres. It is the only newsletter in
Ireland that is devoted primarily to HIV. The newsletter brings awareness about our work and
also highlights issues around HIV / Positive Sexual Health in a meaningful way to the general
public. It’s also a very useful reference for those worried about their sexual health. Sincere
thanks to GSK and MSD for their sponsorship of the newsletter in 2017.

Governance Code
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AIDS West are proud to state that we are fully compliant with the Governance Code for community, voluntary and charitable organisations in Ireland. We confirm that a review of our organisation’s compliance with the principles in the Code has been completed and is based on an
assessment of our organisational practice in line with the recommended actions for each principle:






Principle 1 Leading our organisation
Principle 2: Exercising control over our organisation
Principle 3: Being transparent and accountable
Principle 4: Working effectively
Principle 5: Behaving with integrity

We confirm that our organisation is committed to the standards outlined in these principles and
we commit to reviewing our organisational practice in line with the recommended actions for
each principle each year following our initial review.
AIDS West greatly values the trust that you – our members, volunteers, supporters and the general public – place in us. We are always conscious of our responsibility, our duty, to repay that
trust. We are committed to running AIDS West in a manner that is transparent, that is ethical
and that does not simply meet standards of good governance, but surpasses them.
Our annual accounts are externally audited by OMB Accountants before being presented to our
members for approval. These accounts show where our funding came from, how we spent it,
and the impact of our work. Our internal accounts are reviewed quarterly by the Finance SubCommittee of our Board and also at our monthly Board Meetings. The audited annual accounts
are also available on our website at www.aidswest.ie.
The Board members of AIDS West are all volunteers and receive no payment for being directors.
Our staff and volunteers are Garda vetted. There is no bonus scheme, there are no company
cars and there are no special pension arrangements for Board members or any member of the
staff team of AIDS West.
We would like to take the opportunity to highlight the checks and controls which exist within
AIDS West and to reassure you of our commitment to run a well-managed, transparent, charity.
Once again, we cherish the trust which you place in us. Without your trust, without your continued support, we could not continue with our work to help people living with HIV in the West of
Ireland.
Thank you for your continuing trust and support.
Summary
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The core focus of AIDS West is to work with and support people living with HIV in the West of
Ireland. We aim to encourage, promote and increase the numbers of people testing for HIV and
other STIs through offering wider access to testing. The most recent reports from the HSE
Health Protection Surveillance Centre indicate that HIV notifications were relatively stable
between 2003 and 2014. Between 2014 and 2015 however, there was a large increase in notifications at 30%, followed by increase again in 2015 and 2016 of an additional 6%. Notifications
among men who have sex with men (MSM) have increased over three-fold since 2003. Provisional data for STIs in Ireland for 2017 indicate an overall 10.2% increase, more specifically increases of notifications of new infections of Chlamydia at a 7.6% increase, Gonorrhoea at a
15.6% increase, Herpes at a 14.2% increase and Syphilis at a 33.7% increase.
AIDS West are looking to help reduce these figures through our prevention work, and firmly believe that easier access to Rapid HIV testing is key. We face challenging times ahead as we look
to continue to work with those in real need of our services – we are grateful for the ongoing
support of the HSE, as this is essential in enabling us to do this.
There have been a number of key developments in 2017:
 Launch of a confidential Rapid HIV Testing Service for people living in the West of
Ireland. We are aware that there is considerable under detection/reporting of HIV,
therefore we aim to make it easier for people to be tested and know their HIV status by
offering free testing in community settings.


This WISER website (www.bewiser.ie) is a great resource to support our sexual health
education programmes in schools & communities. WISER aims to offer people who have
participated in our sexual health programmes an added resource to reinforce and
support their sexual health needs. We have developed new workshops covering
Consent, Sexting/Nudes, Pornography, Exploring Gender and Body Image.



AIDS West Sexual Health Educators were again asked to work with colleagues in the HSE
West in 2017 to co-deliver the national Foundation Programme in Sexual Health
Promotion. This exciting partnership has proved to be very productive with feedback
from participants on the programme once again describing it as ‘excellent’. We have
once again been asked to co-deliver further programmes with the HSE in 2017/2018.

As an organisation we are aware that we face a number of challenges throughout 2018 and
beyond. These include continuing to secure funding to enable us to develop key areas of work,
to continue to develop our Rapid HIV Testing and to secure funding to enable us to develop our
specialist sexual health education programmes around Consent, Sexting/Nudes, Pornography,
Exploring Gender and Body Image. Once again, I am very confident that with the skills,
expertise, endeavour and commitment of the staff team at AIDS West we will face and manage
these challenges effectively.
Joe McDonagh - General Manager, AIDS West
Schedule 1
EMPLOYEES
Role
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Name

Qualification

General
Manager

Joe McDonagh

Support Service
Co-ordinator

Gerry Coy

Sexual Health
Education Coordinator

Lorraine O’
Connell

Sexual Health
Educators

Graduate Diploma - Careers Guidance, University of Kent
Diploma - Connexions Personal Adviser, Manchester
University
Post Graduate Diploma - Family Support Studies, NUI
Galway
M.A in Family Support Studies, NUI Galway
B.A. in Psychology & Health Studies, NUI Galway
Diploma in Psychology of Counselling, NUI Galway
Diploma in Marketing, GMIT
M.A Sexuality Studies, DCU Dublin
B.A in Psychology, Sociology and Political Sciences, NUI
Galway
Post Graduate Diploma in Health Promotion, NUI Galway

Dr Siobhan O’
Higgins

B.A in Social Administration, Nottingham University
Diploma in Criminological Studies, DIT, Dublin
M.A in Health Promotion, NUI Galway
PhD, NUI Galway

Hayley Mulligan

B.A Degree in Public and Social Policy
M.A L.L.M International Human Rights Law

Kate Dawson

PhD. (Candidate) Constitutional Law
Foundation Programme in Sexual Health
B.A European Studies, NUI Galway
M.A Health Promotion
Post Graduate Diploma Health Promotion
PhD. (Candidate) Psychology – Child & Youth Research
Foundation Programme in Sexual Health

Grace O’Shea
Education CoNeil Wilson
ordinator Drugs
& Alcohol
Office Co –
Josephine Mohan
ordinator
Admin Support Kieran Browne
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BSc Occupational Therapy, UCC
MA Health Promotion, NUI Galway
PhD. (Candidate) Empathy Education
B.A. in Theology, Durham University
P.G.C.E. , Cambridge University
Diploma in Drugs & Alcohol Studies NUI Limerick
Secretarial Qualification in Administration and Finance
ECDL

Schedule 2

BOARD MEMBERS

Name
Keith Finnegan

Workplace
GM at Galway Bay FM

Occupation
Chair of Board
CEO / Broadcaster

Dr Claire Connolly

Dept of Health Promotion, NUIG

Secretary
Lecturer in Health Promotion
Recently retired.

Maria Molloy

University Hospital Galway

Surveillance Scientist, National
HCAI/AMR Implementation team

Dr Evelyn Stevens

Retired lecturer NUIG, now
studying Gaelic Studies

Co-founder of AIDS West

Nuala Ward

LGBT representative

Chairperson ‘Amach!’

Patrick Towers

Currently on Special Projects

Former Rector St Nicholas Church

Kate Mulkerrins

Dept of Public Prosecutions, Dublin

Barrister

Dr Andrea Holmes

Bon Secours Hospital, Galway

Consultant in Infectious Diseases
& Genitourinary Medicine
Medical Director of Galway Sexual
Assault Treatment Unit

Caroline Lyons

Bon Secours Hospital, Galway
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Clinical Nurse Manager II
Outpatients Department

AIDS WEST would like to express our sincere thanks to all those who have worked with us and
supported us during 2017:
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To our principal funder, the Health Service Executive and also to the Western Regional
Drugs & Alcohol Task Force.



To our many sponsors and donors, without whose kindness and generosity many of the
programmes we undertook could not have happened, in particular to M.A.C Cosmetics,
GSK, GILEAD, ViiV Healthcare Positive Action for Europe, MSD, The Community
Foundation for Ireland, IPB Insurance and Galway City Council.



To those who organised fundraisers for us throughout the year.



We would particularly like to thank the staff at the Infectious Disease Clinic at UCHG with
whom we share a special working relationship.



We appreciate the support and shared advice we get through the HIV Services Ireland
Network.



To the board of management – we welcome our new board members Maria Molloy &
Caroline Lyons and a special thanks to retiring board member Kate Mulkerrins.



And last, but by no means least, to the excellent staff team at AIDS West and to all of our
volunteers.

AIDS WEST CONTINUE TO OFFER FREE CONFIDENTIAL RAPID HIV TESTING
CONTACT AIDS WEST ON 091 566266 / EMAIL info@aidswest.ie OR CHECK OUR FACEBOOK
PAGE TO FIND OUT MORE AND TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT
AIDS West - Continuing the essential work of supporting people living with HIV
Sincere thanks to our core funder:
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Thanks also to the following sponsors and supporters:
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